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Friday, April 17, 2009

STUDENT PUBLICATION SINCE 1883

"The secret of the man who is universally interesting is that he is universally interested.'
William Dean Howells
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Editor in Chief
Canceling classes at The College of
Wooster is rare
so rare that the tradition of "Filling the Kauke Arch," a
legend that leads students to believe
that classes will be canceled if snow
fills the Arch completely, never has
been successfully completed.
Two years ago, on Feb. 1 3, 2007, stiN
dents filled the arch and classes were
canceled
but not because of the legend, because of. Wooster's winter
weather.

On April 24, The College of
Wooster will cancel classes for a celebration of Independent Study, the
College's most reputable signature, to
hold the inaugural Senior Research
Symposium.
President Grant Cornwell will open
the event at 8:45 a.m. in McGaw-Chape- l
all are invited and encouraged to attend.
The Henry J. Copeland Fund for
Independent Study will fund the
Symposium, which will be similar to
the Moveable Feast-typ- e
event held
last year (where classes were not can-
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Parents, community members and
alumni, in addition to the students, faculty and staff, are all encouraged to
attend and interact with the wide variety of seniors showcasing their thesis
projects.
The Symjx)siuni will take place in
familiar learning environments: Kauke
Hall,
Taylor Hall, Severance
Chemistry I lall, Ehert Art Center and
'
ScovelHall.
Throughout the buildings, around
each
100 posters will be displayed
.unique and individually designed to
share more about different I.S. experi-

Sydney Bender
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Katrina Sprague '09 will be one of
the many seniors showcasing her I.S.
on a poster.
Her thesis is titled "I Promise Not to
Tell: A Study of Greek Organization
Members' Likelihood to. Report a
Wrongdoing and the Factors that
Influence Their Likelihood to Report."
Wright Smith '09, a business economics major, will present a poster on
his I.S.
titled,
"Money
Isn't
Everything: Why You Can't Always
Buy A Win In Professional Baseball:
An Empirical Study of Intra-Tea- m
'
celled).
Wage Disparity and its Effects on
.
;
The event, if successful, will run Performance."
annually in the spring after seniors
Other students will share their I.S
have completed their Independent
experiences through oral presenta-- "
Studies.
tions that will begin at 9 a.m. and con"This year is a test," said Committee
clude at 3 p.m. There are four different
Chair Shila Garg, dean of the faculty sessions
throughout the day.
and' professor of physics.
Garg Presenters will be paired with fellow
stressed the importance of having
students from the same or different
campus wide participation in the event. major and moderated by a professor.
First-year- s,
sophomores and juniors
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
are all encouraged to attend and learn
Sibrina Collins will moderate the
-- about the various disciplines each
Science & Religion presentation, which
major offers in the widespread range of consists of Claire Dibbin '09, a philostopics researched by seniors.
ophy and biology double major; Elise
"We all need to come together to celr. Meyers '09, a religious studies and
ehrate," said Garg. "This is a campus-wid- e biochemistry & .molecular biology
celebration
it is what we are double major and Noah Lyons '09 and
known for, our brand," she added. Ashley Ault '09, both religious studies
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Students admire an I.S. display (Photo courtesy Jill Munro and Karen Parthemore).
majors.
Sarafi

Green-Goh- in

Lee will share with the audience and
panel the methods and research used to

'09, an anthro-

pology major, will give a
oral presentations in a panel titled
"Women Throughout History," moderated by Professgr of English Nancy
Grace.
Green-Gola- n
decided the best way to
communicate her I.S. experience was
through conversation. "I'm not using
any visual aids my project doesn't
lend itself to that," stated Green-Gola- n,
who critically examined the culture of
cosmetic surgery on women for her I.S.,
titled, "You ... Only Better: A Critique
of the Culture of Cosmetic Surgery."
Jessica Lee '09, a sociology major,'
will present in the Food & Culture
panel, moderated by Leanne Powner,
visiting assistant professor of political
ten-min-

further advance their career goals after
graduating from Wooster. Danny
George '04, an English major; Jessica
DuPlaga '00, a French major; Erica
Montbach '97, a physics major and
Elizabeth Bremer '08, an international
relations major, will make up the panel,
titled, "Alumni Panel: I.S. in the Real

determine student eating trends and
preferences at The College of Wooster.
Her I.S. is titled 'The Dilemma of the
Student Diner: American Foodways and
Social Patterns of Eating at The
College of Wooster."

ute

No oral presentations
from
a.m. to l p.m.
1

will be made

World."

Finger

foods from
Hospitality
Services, Buehler's' Markets and T.J.'s

Restaurant
A

'

will be served.

1

,

science.

.

panel, which will
consist of three different students and
their advisors, will also take place in
McGaw at
a.m.,
student-facult-

.

.

members of the Wooster
community have contributed to this
event, including committee members
Grace, Professor of Spanish Brian
Cope, Professor of Psychology and
Neuroscience John Neuhoff and
Professor of Education Megan
Several

1

y

Wereley.
April 24 will be the start of a new

1

The concluding event will feature an
alumni panel at 3 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel, where featured students will
alxmt how their I.S. has helped
sjx-a-

tradition for the college: cancelled
classes for a celebration of the famous
Wooster capstone.
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Couple takes over ownership of The Shack in Wooster
d
decoration will attract new clientele
Hopes that
College-theme-

remodeling, replacement of equipment and new plates and glassware
as well. Also, the restaurant is going
to be redecorated.
"We're going to try to make it
more College of Wooster-oriented- ,"
said Zimmerman.
The walls will be repainted black
and gold, and current wall decorations will be taken down and replaced
with new College of Wooster jerseys
to represent all of the different
sports teams.
Although the menu was changed
when they first took ownership,
Zimmerman and Watts have decided
to return to the original menu following protests from their customers.
"People want the same thing. They
want what's been here forever," said
Zimmerman.
The menu has essentially returned
rto its original state, with a few new
additions including new appetizers,
and soups of the day. The German
fries for breakfast are back, and the
menu also includes its regular items
named after College of Wooster
coaches, including the Coach Moore
Barbecue Cheeseburger and the
Coach Tarnow Grilled Chicken.
Currently, the main clientele at
The Shack is comprised of people
from the town and a good amount of
College of Wooster faculty and staff.
Though some Wooster students do
,

n
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The Shack has been a staple

in

the Wooster community for years (Photo by Dylan Takores).
part of

Emily Tarr
Voice Staff
On March 3, 2009, Wooster residents Candy Zimmerman and Mark
Watts' became the new owners of
Wooster landmark and restaurant
The Shack. The Shack has been a

life in the town of Wooster

and at the College since it opened its
doors in 1915. It's been a hot spot for
students for decades, and it's even the
place where Stanley Gault, the former chair of Wooster's Board of
Trustees, proposed to his wife, Flo.
And jt's this nostalgic feel and loca

tion near the college that attracted
Zimmerman and Watts to buy the

restaurant.
"It has a nostalgic feel to it. It's just
been here so long," said Zimmerman.
During the next few months, the
restaurant will be undergoing some
updates. There will be some slight

come to The Shack for breakfast on
weekends, Zimmerman hopes to
attract even more students to the

restaurant.
"The people that live here

in

Wooster think this is for College
dents only. The people here at the
College, the students, don't think
that this is a big College hang out.
They think it's for the people in
town. So, consequently, there's a real
mixed feeling about who we're here
for. And we're actually here for both,"
said Zimmerman.
In order to attract a mix of adults
and students, Zimmerman and Watts
plan to hold events aimed at each dif-ferent group. One of their ideas is to
have a Friday night supper club
aimed at the older adult crowd. The
supper club would feature four or five
dinners every
different home-cooke-d
week, including items such as meat
loaf and ham steak.
'
X hring more students to. The
Shack, Zimmerman has several ideas
in mind. They might bring in bands
on weekends, host an open mic night-stan- d
anil possibly have some ice
cream socials in the summer.
Different theme nights are also a possibility.
As an additional measure to
increase the number of student customers, The Shack now accepts the
stu-

,

.

See "Shack," page 2
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Is Andy White W explains the
reasoning behind his belief
that Resident Assistants are
not necessary for
non-first-yea-

'

See page
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Nathan Comstock '10 discusses the ways in which
social networking site Twitter
is- influencing contemporary
communication. See page 4.
-

i

3.

Features Editor Kris Fronzak
writes about French major
Erin Powell's Independent
Study on chocolate in France.
Get the full story on page 5.
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News
Viewpoints
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The EbertArt Gallery is cur-

the independent study projects of
three seniors. See page 6 to
read a review of the exhibit.
rently displaying

softball team beat
Kenyon College 4 last
Saturday, April 11. See page
7 to get the full report on the
The

5--

game.
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Emily Ryan

Update: the Beall Avenue Streetscape project
LOCAL

Allana Mortell
Senior Staff Writer

TEA party protests
follow national trend
organizations held
Taxed Enough Already (TEA) parties
on Wednesday to commemorate Tax
Day and protest what they view as rampant federal spending in light of the
economic crisis. TEA parties have
become a national protest tool in
Several

local

response to recent financial bailout legislation,, mortgage crisis and coniound-e- d
national debt. The regional events
took place on the public square in
Millersburg, at the outdoor outfitters
retailer Fin, Feather and Fur in Ashland
and in the city square in Medina.

President of Wayne County Business
Referral Group Ron Krueger attended
the Ashland event.
"We're spending so much money in
government today," Krueger told The
Daily Record. "We are getting in such a
high debt that we are putting ourselves
at risk with our economy and country.
We are jeopardizing ourselves. I could
-

not run my household like the government runs itself."

NATIONAL
Stephen Colbert wins
NASA naming contest
NASA recently announced its plans
to name an orbital exercise machine for

astronauts after comedian Stephen
Colljert.
Colbert recently launched an initiative, bolstered by his fans, to win a contest to name Node 3, one wing of the

International Space Station. He won,
earning the most votes on the space
agency's online poll.
NASA responded, not by giving him
the honors of christening Node 3, but

The residents of, Wooster, students at the College and even
prospective students and their
lies will be happy to know that the
construction overwhelming Beall
Avenue and the surrounding streets
is making immense progress.
The $8 million project, termed '
Beall Avenue Streetscape, officially
began last summer and has a
finish date of this upcoming
December. This project is making
history as the largest roadway
endeavor the City of Wooster has
ever seen and finally, with a clear
end
approaching, construction
workers are continuing to push
through and conquer what needs to
be done.
Students will be especially
relieved to hear that the majority of
in
the digging and
the central part of campus is finished. Digging up the sanitary
sewer, storm sewer and water main
from Bloomington up to University
Street is now complete. Workers are
currently moving on the second
phase of the project, which includes
more digging in this next month
toward University and Pearl Streets,
the installation for a new lighting
channel and removing the old sidewalks and curbs from Bloomington
up to University Street. Since the
roadways are believed to be in much
better shape, the larger equipment
will be shelthered further south on
'
campus.
The addition of new sidewalks,"
curbs and street paving, which is
part of the second aspect of phase
two, is one feature of the new
streetscape many are excited about.
Before installing new concrete for

of its exercise machines
the Combined
Operational Load
External
Resistance
Bearing
Treadmill, or COLBERT.
Node 3 will be called Tranquility,
after the Sea of Tranquility where
Apollo 1 1 landed on the'moon.
"I think a treadmill is better than a
node ... because the node is just a box
for the treadmill," Colbert said on
Comedy Central after hearing the
by naming one

jack-hammeri-

ng

Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Voice Staff

fight against piracy

120-poi- nt

Above, construction on the Beall Streetscape project continues (Photo by Sarah Hunt)
ing storm and sanitary sewer and the project, from north campus to
addition of new bicycle lanes and Liberty Street will be completed and
crosswalks. The overall feel of the looking beautiful hopefully by
Streetscape will be accentuated by a December with new roadway paves,
decor of lights and poles that are new lights and new sidewalks."
similar to those on Liberty Street.
Though the construction has been
The City of Wooster's homepage
tedious and certainly at times, fruscontains a list of projected goals for trating for students and residents,
the project, which include, "developHopkins adds that the city contracenvitor has been "very informative, helping a safer and more attractive
ful and accommodating of the
ronment for the area residents, cusCollege's needs."
tomers in the Commercial district,
and students, faculty and staff withDespite the few more lingering
in, the College area, providing distinmonths of construction, students,
guishable gateways to the College of residents and workers are able to not
Wooster and enhancing the maronly see the advancements that are
ketability of Beall Ave. Commercial
being made but can also finally start
district to attract new businesses and to see a probable end in sight.
increase business in the existing For more information concerning the
establishments."
Streetscape project, please visit the City's
John Hopkins, Associate Vice homepage at:
President for College Relations and
www.woosteroh.com
Marketing, is hoping that "the whole
beallavestreet scape.php.

new curbs, however, the sidewalks
need to be taken in a few inches closer toward the property. In order to
do this, all the overhead electrical
utility poles and streetlights had to
be removed to allow for the new
widened landscape medium.
Since all of Wooster's electrical
lines, phone lines and cable television lines are presently underground, the removal of the utility
lines and wooden poles was necessary and will be permanent. Taking
'
out the old and putting in the new
should not be much harder than
what is happening now, and construction workers and engineering
officials feel very confident in their
'
upcoming work.
As well as new sidewalks and
roadways, the Streetscape project
also includes the installation of new
systems for storm drainage, separat

.

additional six in the afternoon.
As the day progressed, so did the
complexity of the problems posed.
"I'm thrilled," Ramsay stated of
the group's performance on a test on
whic over half of the competing students earn either zero or one point.
Joining the team of, three during
the competition were four students
entered as individuals: Robert
Taylor 'll, Can Liu '10, Rob
Ashniead and Sam Hickey '09.
Ramsay thinks the 2008 competition
was one of the highest overall finishes for the Wooster delegation, as
most of the students in the competition were able to score points during
the
examination.
The seven mathematics majors
prepared for the prestigious competition through a semester-lon- g
quarter credit seminar that dealt with
problem solving. The group began
six-ho-

the semester tackling relatively simple problems and progressed to the
more complex quandaries featured in
the Putnam. Willert joked that the
class developed strategies to solve
problems "like you would to practice
a sport."
Willert would certainly know
about training for the' Putnam
this is his third year taking the prestigious examination, and it is his sec- -'
ond placing among the top 500 students in the United States and
Canada.
"The test doesn't measure one's
'
total knowledge of mathematics,"
stated Ramsay. "It measures creativity ... and there's some luck
involved.".
Wu stated that the key to success
is thinking about the math problems
in "a sneaky way so you know how to
solve them."

ur

Shack
continued from p. I

COW Card and there are flyers in
Lowry for a 10 percent discount on
Mondays for members of the College
community as well.
Zimmerman also hopes to create an
outdoor area for seating in the space
to the east of the building and to

have some outdoor grilling available
for lunchtime in the summer, which
should attract both students and
adults. Eventually, the owners plan to
extend the restaurant's hours into
the evening, starting with Friday
nights.
Hopefully most of the changes will
be implemented in the next several
months, but there is no definite
schedule quite yet. Advertisements
.

,

for The Shack will follow once all of
the events and changes are concrete.
With plans in the works for new
restaurant hours, Zimmerman is also
looking to hire additional part-tim- e
wait staff. Students who are interested in applying for a position should
stop in The Shack on Saturdays or
Sundays and ask to speak to
Zimmerman or Watts.
The Shack is located on East Pine

tte student

--
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year-

Do we need The

0.

Index in 2009? Should The Index

remain a student publication?
Please come to discuss these important issues at the Publications
Committee forum. We need a community voice!

FORUM in Lowry

Pit

Tuesday, April 21
4-- 5

p.m.

While we strive for excellence every
week, we, too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections to
voiceivooster.edu.
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Wooster was
at the recent Toronto Indoor
Games, held April 4, where
members of the College's Pipe
Band finished first in the com-- ,
petition's Grade 3 Division.
Their victory was made all the
more impressive by the fact
that Canadian pipe bands
have the reputation of being
more experienced and able
than those from the United
States. The College, whose
pipers and drummers comprised the only American band
present at the competition,
was led to its win in part by
brother and sister Zach Ault
'11 and Ashley Ault '09 (Photo
courtesy OPI).
well-represent-

4V

have come forward to run The Index
2009-201-

Street, and it is currently open froni
Monday to Saturday from 7 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. and on Sundays from 8:00
am to 2:00 p.m. Breakfast is served
all day on Sundays.
Zinimerman highly encourages
Wooster students to come support
this longstanding part of the
College's history.
"We'd like to bring the College
people back," said Zimmerman.

Pipe Band takes first at Canadian competition

book, The Index. No student editors
in

96-ho- ur

i

The Publications Committee needs
your input about

Offen agreed, saying, "It's about
being able to twist your mind" to
solve complex problems. Ramsay
argues that students who do well on
the Putnam are those who are able to
"think beyond the rote routines
they've learned" in traditional mathematics courses.
"2008 was a good year for Wooster
mathematics," said Ramsay.
Willert, Hickey and Ellen Wagner
'09 also received a Meritorious
Award in the Mathematical Contest
in Modeling, an international
competition in early March.
The award is reserved only for the
highest scorers in the competition.
"I enjoyed working on the hard
problems," stated Willert, noting
that it was "satisfying" to receive a
high score on such a challenging
I
examination. "But I'm a dork
love math."

Local restaurant hopes to draw back crowd

Bites compiled by Molly Lehman.

Should the College
have a yearbook?

'

i

Wooster students successful in math competition

will expand

strengthen shippers' and insurers'
defenses against pirates. The State
Department also Iiojk's to call meetings
to form an international counterpiracy
task force to expand naval cooeration.

-

pro-ject- ed

INTERNATIONAL

piracy."
She hopes to work with boat construction companies to prevent them
from dealing with pirates and added
that the United States will work to help

A)

,

:

A team of Wooster mathematicians finished 77th out of over 500
teams at the 69th annual William
Lowell Putnam Competition, which
was held in December.
- Jeffrey Willert '09, Natalie Offen
'09 and Wenyuan Wu '11 may have
news. :Nobody says, 'Hey, my mom
placed the highest of any team in the
bought me a Nike box.' They want the
College's history, stated Professor of
shoes that are inside."
Mathematical Science John Ramsay.
Historical data on Wooster's performance is unclear, but Ramsay
U.S.
saidit is "very rare" for a Wooster
team to score among the top 100
teams.
Each member of the team manU.S. Secretary of State Hillary
to score points on the grueling
aged
Clinton announced a new diplomatic
exam, during which they
initiative on Wednesday intended to
were
six questions to tackle
given
slow the onslaught of pirate attacks
the
during
morning session and an
along the Somali coast.

The State Department will employ
tactics similar to those used against
drug traffickers and terrorists to combat what Clinton called the "scourge of

:
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Editorial cartoon drawn by Andy Kissinger. He can be reached atAKissinger10wooster.edu.

RAiol s should be reconsidered

i
To the Editors:

In determining whether any campuswide
change should be initiated, I think it is important to clearly articulate an argument and trust
that the campus as a whole will use their own
judgment to weigh its merits. This, I argue, will
help avoid the unnecessarily contentious
debates like those of the current "Trayless
Wooster initiative.
I will be simple and concise. In this editorial, I wish
to provide a model for facilitating a healthy discussion
of campus issues while presenting an issue to which I
andywhite
hope the campus will even
tually apply my model.
In order to foster a healthy debate on any campus issue, it is crucial that the arguments be presented clearly, accurately and succinctly. This
requires careful attention to the numbers and
statistics involving any change. These objective
numbers should then be presented to the campus
"as a whole'. Once presented, campus organizations such as the Student Government
Association should foster an open discussion by
requesting that groups of students and administration officials on both sides of the issue present
their argument through printed material, online
blogs, test trials of the potential change or open

was thrilled

to read the little piece in your publication concerning the creation of the
Shakesperinients and their recent performance of Romeo and Juliet. I applaud the vision, spirit,
I
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Andrew Vogel, Sports Editor
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Farquharson, Features Editor
Sara Brown, Sports Editor
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Peter Gernsheimer, Viewpoints Editor

Emily Graham; Web Editor
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Editors in Chief

and courage of the persons who founded this new organization, as well as the commitment and
determination of those who acted in the play. As a lover of Shakespeare, a graduate 6f Wooster
and one who understands that following a, dream takes great courage,.discipline and perseverance,
I am so liappy to see tliat Wooster is in such great hands as these young students.

;
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The Publications Committee rieeds campus community input regarding our student yearbook,

.

The Index. It is an historic publication which started in 1874, documenting the history and culture
of each year with photos, captions and vignettes that reflect on individuals, groups and events of
the year. Since 1874, 'there has been only an occasional year when it was not published.
Unfortunately, next year threatens to be one of the unpublished years because we have been

,

j

'.

unable to attract applicants for student editor of the publication. In fact, attracting editors for The
Index has been a problem off and on for at least 20 years. From 1991 to 1993, it did not publish
at all because of this problem. For 2008-200we did not fill the position until fall, even though
we advertised last spring. This annual problem leaves us with the following questions: What valuev j
does the campus community place on the yearbook? What is the function of a college yearbook
in 2009? What is the function of a student publication? Should The Index remain a student publication or be subsumed by an administrative office?
Please come to discuss these important issues at the Publications Committee forum in Lowry
Pit on Tuesday, April 21, from .r p.m. We need a community voice on this issue.
',

9,

i

4--

Julia Gustafson
Publications Committee Chair and Access Services Librarian

I

)

accepting of differences and tolerant of other
views. With this preconception in mind, students are then able to take this feeling of com- fort that goes along with our surroundings
and phiy off of it as a negative joke or stereo- type. The fact that the statement is taken as a
joke, then, shows that the .teller has under- stood his audiences' understanding of the
ideas at play, and that the audience under- stands the teller is not being serious.
I would argue that, while every joke and
stereotype that targets another group needs to
be carefully handled, the humor we are using
actually shows progress towards a more sensi- tive society. I firmly believe that if many of
the students heard their comments used in a
serious manner, they would be outraged. But
e,
because the irony in their humor is
the people who tell these jokes are showing
their understanding of the complex interplay
between the seriousness of the history,
whether that's racism,
or sexism, behind their claims and the absurdity that
makes the history of these claims invalid.
It is true that bigotry is not a laughing matre
and ironic
ter, but the power of
humor to subvert bigotry, to make its ideas
seem laughable in their absurdity and take
away their power and credibility, is immense. I
wouldn't exactly, encourage people to start
using insensitive jokes to deal with all these
problems, as Intellectual understanding always
precedes a humorous understanding, but think
about the implications of taking something
like a stereotype, with a long and dangerous
history, and turning it into what it should have
been all along: a joke.
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The Voice welcomes letters to the Editors!
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive
to the Jbiceby 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information.
In addition, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
to voiceviewpointswoost-er.edu- .
Please send letters via
The
Letters can also be sent by campus mail to
Wooster Voice, The College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691.
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still essential. For sophomores on up, however, I
argue that the role of an RA seems to be more
'
imposing than helping.
Given the very active nature of Wooster students, we all to some extent have busy schedules.
I think it is safe to say that every student on this
campus is involved in some activity or another,
whether it be sports, music, campus groups or
work-studGiven these busy schedules, hall
held
nt
by RAs are either
programs
or
attended.
Further, the services that
very poorly
RAs provide, I argue, can be fulfilled more efficiently and with existing campus resources that
could potentially save the College a lot of money.
Where student counseling is needed, the
Wellness Center is always available and is better
trained to deal with issues that no RA, let alone
student, is equipped to deal with on their own
(like suicidal tendencies, depression and eating
disorders, et cetera).
is
needed, an online form on the new Wooster Web
site could automatically send requests to the
appropriate offices, eliminating the middleman.
Further, other duties of RAs, I argue, need to be
evaluated to determine how useful they actually
are (like nametags for doors and bulletin boards
that typically go unread). Within my argument,
however, a Resident Director would remain in each
dorm to deal with immediate issues and with the
more mundane issues Tike checking out of rooms
for winter and spring breaks.
This is only my initial opinion on an issue that
I think should be systematically reviewed and
discussed by both the administration and the students. It should not be implemented next year,
nor should it be voted upon in the near future.
Rather, it should he given an entire year, if not
more, to be fully examined, discussed and eventually voted upon. A timed and careful discussion
of the pros and cons of the issue will determine
whether it is truly beneficial to the campus community as a whole.
This requires getting the facts right, presenting them to the campus as a whole, engaging the
campus in an ongoing constructive discussion of
the pros and cons of the issue and then allowing
the campus community to determine whether it
is in their best interests. Only this will create a
healthy discussion of the issues and potentially
initiate change that is more in line with the inter- ests of the campus community.
y.

non-existe-

.

Where-maintena-

forums.

Jokes: let's talk about them
We've become accustomed to seeing the literature on the dining hall tables, saying "Let's
Talk About It" and providing questions on discrimination, from interracial dating to derogatory jokes. And I'm sure we've also seen a wide
range of answers to these questions, some in
the form of intelligent
debate, others as varied as
rainbows
extolling the
chilinterracial
of
beauty
dren to the crude and tasteless display of one's repertoire of racially insensitive
petorgernsheirner
terms.
The newest of these
leaflets that I've seen asks us about jokes,
specifically ones with racial or sexual overtones. The questions are reminiscent of the
earlier literature, but this series inadvertently
got me thinking about the role derogatory
jokes play in the essential debate on these
issues. I realized that, even in my most serious
discussion instigated by these questions, joking had been a part of the discourse in each
instance, including the leaflets that didn't ask
questions a,bout joking at all.
I
think this says something interesting
about the way we engage w ith matters as difficult as racism, sexism and bigotry. Even
though the vast majority of Wooster students
are strongly against discrimination of any
kind (or at least I would hope so), we still are
compelled to turn to humor, even crude and
tasteless humor, to help us sort through our
thoughts oil these problems.
The important thing to realize about most of
the joking that comes out of the debates surrounding the "Let's Talk About It" questions
is that it is used ironically. The irony exists
because we as a campus assume that we live in
an egalitarian setting, where students are

As a first-yea- r,
RAs were essential in making
us feel like a part of the Wooster community and
easing the transition from high school into colI argue that RAs are
lege. Thus, for first-yea-

0

David M. Paul
Class of 1985
To the Editors,

and instead recognized the realities of Wooster
'
students.

This requires, however, that SGA remain neutral on the issue to ensure that it truly Serves its
function as representative of the student body.
Once this discussion has occurred, the issue
should then be brought to a vote by the campus
community through SGA to determine whether
the issue is truly in the best interests of the campus. Further, this model requires that change not
occur quickly, but instead be' gradual to ensure
that the correct information is presented, that all
sides of the issue are presented, and that all students are informed and able to develop an
enlightened opinion on the issue.
The discussion that I would like to begin within this model is on the necessity for Resident
Assistants for sophomores on up to seniors. In
theory the function of a Resident Assistant (RA)
works, but in practice here at Wooster, I argue
that the same role and functions can be accomplished more effectively and with the utilization
of fewer resources than through RAs.
In my last three years at Wooster, the best RA
was the one who let me pursue my own
extracurricular activities, who let me develop
my own schedule and who let me be independent. In short, it was the RA who did not busy my
schedule with hall meetings and hall programs,
but instead was there when something "needed
to be fixed with my room. These have been my
RAs from the last three years, all of whom didn't fulfill the. "traditional" RA job description

nce

Andy White is a regular contributor for the Voice. He
be
reached
can
comment
at
for
Alf'hite()9(Q)-wouster.edu-
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Society brings Classics to life
Happy Greek Week, everyone! We would
like to reacquaint you with one of the older
Greek organizations on campus: the Alpha

Upsilon chapter Eta Sigma Phi.
We are the only Greek organization on cam-p'that has never been called a club or section. Do not
confuse
us
with
others

us

ni Pi

.clubs and sections bearing
Greek letters

most of us
know
our
joestryffeler
pollyweigand
ancient Greek
and Latin. Eta Sigma Phi is the national honorary for students of those venerable, ancient
languages. Seventy-fiv- e
years ago, The College
of Wooster was granted a chapter by the
national organization of Eta Sigma Phi.
Incidentally, Greek Week coincides with
part of our 75th anniversary celebration. This
Friday, April 17, the Hellenists and Latinists
are taking over the Lowry Pit. A marathon
reading of Homer's "llliad" in translation will
begin at 12:30 p.m.
At 3 p.m., we'll take a break from the action
for a few scenes from Aristophanes'

"Thesmophoriazusae"
performed by none
other than members of the Greek 2.r0 course.
In this coniedic interlude, a few men try to
t
break into an
festival.
Believe us, hilarity ensues.
After a brief return to "llliad", we will present to the world "Dulce, Facile, Classice or:
How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the
Classics!" an original musical production composed by Megan Grundtisch and Erica Wicks
and performed by classics enthusiasts. This day
action, comedy, music and classics
of non-sto- p
will continue into the late hour of 10 p.m.
Before the semester closes, we'll be hosting
an
barbecue behind Luce Hall.
Look out for an advertisement in the Wooster
Headline News.
Please join us and help us celebrate the classics and our anniversary. We are not as dead as
you think. We are a vibrant and eclectic group
of young classical scholars and we want to
share our love of idl things classic with the
College community.
all-wom-

end-of-tjie-y-

en

set-re-

ear

Polly H'eigand and Joe Stryffeler are first-tim- e
contributors for the Voice. They can be readied for comment
at
Pll'eigand09ivooster.edu
and

JStryjfelerlOwooster.edu.
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Twitter a powerful force Trayless: really a student choice?
On Easter Sunday, a programming
error at Amazon.com resulted in over
57,000 books on a variety of topics
being removed from the web site's
general search function. This included, among other things, almost all fic
tion dealing with
Gays, Lesbians,
and
Bysexuals

Transgendered

amazonfail, which became the name
of the movement.
Gaiman has over 200,000 followers,
le
twitterers
including such
as actorblogger Wil Wheaton, who
himself has over 400,000. In a matter
of hours, amazonfail was the most
popular tag on twitter. And so the
movement had begun.
Another example: a few weeks ago

(GLBT) themes.
Whether this
was, as Amazon
nathancomstock
has claimed, a
simple technical glitch or an elaborate
intentional prank remains uncertain.
What it was not, it appears, is an
intentional slight against the GLBT
.

community.

high-profi-

actressblogger

geek-godde-

f

Felicia

ss

getting worse
and worse. Found out my Dollhouse
ep, 13 isn't gonna air. Only on DVD.
Day tweeted "Man, day

great part

Thx

Fox. :(."
Day has over 370,000 followers. Fans
of the Joss Whedon show immediate-

Such a

too.

ly took this as confirmation that it was
cancelled, and Fox was inundated with

(and tweets) from
Unfortunately, in the two or three hundreds of
days it took for this to be determined,
angry fans. The show was not, in fact,
the GLBT community and a legion of cancelled.
The point of all this is that Twitter
supporters had already decided that it
was an intentional act of bigotry on spreads information fast. Didn't blogs
the part of Amazon.com. Boycotts do this already? The answer is yes. But
Twitter does it
were
being
How did all this
faster. In order
organized, a petition was signed manage to arise before any- to read a blog,
must
by more than
. you
..
, .
was real-an- d actively check
people one realized
24,000
it, something
a successful
people
most
'Goorie bomb- ing- of Amazon answer can Be
up only do daily.'
But every time
had been comin one word:
pleted. How did
update
you
all this protest manage to arise before your Twitter, it automatically displays
the tweets of anyone you follow. Short,
anyone realized there was really nothfrequent updates mean you see these
ing to protest?
The answer can be summed up in tweets frequently. This makes misinformation especially viral.
one word: Twitter.
For those of you who have been livOf course, all we've seen are false
ing under a rock for the last few alarms. It stands to reason Twitter
would make actual information just as
months, Twitter is a social networking
service based around the concept of virulent, and could be an incredibly
frequent updates valuable tool for social activism
"microblogging"
of no more than 140 characters.
groups, fan communities or grassroots
People do use Twitter to communicate
political jnovements. But one thing is
with friends, but most twitter users for sure now: Twitter is powerful.
also follow celebrities
writers, Anything that can stir thousands of
even
musicians
and
politicians. people to action in a matter of hours
actors,
The Amazon controversy was first is. The question now becomes: toward
noticed by author Mark Probst, but it what end will that power be used?
probably wouldn't have gone past his
Nathan Comstock is an occassional contribblog if one of the blog's readers hadutor for the Voice. He can be reached for
n't twittered about it to author Neil
comment
al NComstocklOwooster.edu or
Gaiman, who in turn twittered it out
;,to all his followers, using the. tag followed on Twitter as NathanjComstock.
e-m- ails

protest

-

this past weekend, at the
"request of students," there were some
trays available. Wouldn't it make sense
to find out how many students want to
continue using trays and then only put
out a few more than that (maybe more
on days when prospective students and
their parents are eating at Lowry)?
With Lowry being the only dining
hall next year, it is going to be even
more crowded than it is at peak times
this year. People who want to quickly
get their food and leave will have a
harder time doing so if there are no
trays for their food. Having trays
might might be easier for students in
a hurry.
The mess is going to be something to
think about as well. Many students left
bowls and plates on tables after they
had finished eating, not bothering to
bring them to the racks by the tray conveyor belt. People who work at Lowry
are not supposed to pick up after you. In
fact, I've noticed students working in
Lowry this year cleaning tables, so it's
not just Lowry workers picking up after
it's your peers.
you
Beer's article says that the savings
from going trayless are "difficult to
ignore." What are the final calculations
for these savings
going completely
trayless or removing most trays? Going

-

hard-to-re-

there
nothing to protest? The
summed
Twitter.

01

ad

have been read. However, I was surprised that this second event even
occurred due to all the animosity

towards going trayless I had heard
stated around the comment table the
previous weekend. This is why it would
be nice to see concrete numbers of how
many students actually want to go
trayless or use fewer trays rather than
a small group of students forcing their
wishes on everyone else. A campus-wid- e
poll would clear up the issue of
should we or should we not go trayless.
The name itself is misleading.
Trayless" assumes that there will not
be any trays available, which was the
original plan for Lowry Dining Hall.

type of soap? Choose less confrontational means to achieve environmental

However,

Testing the trayless system is necessary in order to work out any problems
with the system, but before testing
commenced, the campus body should
have been polled to see if this was
something the students wanted.
1
While I under- I stand that going
J
irayiess win save
water and money,
the numbers for
how much water
and money have
maddyhoward.
not staved the
will not set the
Greenhouse
same. If
exact figures and poll the student body,
this system cannot work at The
College of Wooster.
During the experimental trayless
weekend, a comment box was left near
the tray conveyor belt. There were
recycled, often double-side- d
piece of
paper and dull, broken crayons. In his
article, Austin Beer claims to have read
every comment, but with such poor
commenting supplies, how can he
have expected to read those comcomments
ments? Were
ignored? It would be interesting to see
some sort of graph or distribution of
these comments whether for or against
forgoing trays. On top of this, a campupoll needs to be taken to find
s-wide
out if going trayless is something students want.
The second trayless experimental
day went slightly better than the first
weekend. This event was supposed to
be in response to comments frpm students, so some of the comments had to

objectives.
Beer uses a few terms, environmental
jargon some might say, such as "environmental criteria" and a "culture of

mindfulness."
If
environmental
Wooster is trying to foster an environmentally mindful culture, we should
start with small tilings before completely taking away all trays. It's not just
trays that will help reduce our impact
after graduation we
on the earth
won't use trays for our meals. Trying to .
create environmentally mindful people
should be the goal, rather than making t
students dislike trays.
The article talks argues that
Wooster's students are becoming more
environmentally aware and how, for
either trayless weekend to occur, he and
Greenhouse had to "coordinate with
numerous student groups, meetings
with many constituencies and the dediindividuals." The
cation of
I
heard
about
going trayless
first really
Then suddenmembers.
SGA
from
was
have
an experto
ly Wooster was going
weekend.
imental trayless
While Greenhouse may have coordinated with student groups, I do not
believe different types of interest
groups were involved. If this is a decision that is going to affect the entire
trayless, Beer says will "substantially
student body, all students should be
reduce our impact on this habitat."
involved in the decision making process,
Excellent, what else can we do?
as many student groups and students
What about cleaning up all the cigarette butts left all over campus (or not themselves are divided on this topic.
There are a few things that should be
putting them there in the first place) or
picking up all the beer cans and bottles done on campus before we can decide to
that litter the campus from Wednesday
go trayless. Students need to be polled
in order to figure out if we are going
to Sunday? Beer cites that 8,333 gallons
of water will be saved by not washing trayless or using fewer trays, as this
trays. How will this figure be different if does not seeni to be a completely tray-frendeavorsituation and find other
some trays are still used? What about
asking people to take shorter showers
ways to foster environmentally-consciou- s
students.
or make sure faucets are turned off
before you leave the bathroom? Both of
While this does appear to be a diffithose options will save water too.
cult issue to decide upon one way or
I understand that using fewer trays
another, no one student can make this
will cut down on food waste, but this is decision. The wishes of one student or
not the only measure being taken to one group cannot be forced on the
reduce food waste (leftover fruit and
entire student body.
bread being given to the capuchins, for
example). Beer also says that the use of Maddy Howard is an occasional contribsoaps will be utor for the Voice. She can be reached for
comment at J4Howard09wooster.edu.
reduced, but why not use a different
far-sight-
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It's beautiful in Ukhta Piracy demands swift, strong response
Since receiving my assignment, for
my Fulbright year as an English
Teaching Assistant, I am convinced
that in August I will be headed for the
world's Ultimate Vacation Spot. I
advise Wooster students to begin
next
booking
year's winter and
spring break trips
immediately
once this cat is out
of the bag, there's
no telling how far
michelleort
it may go.
The city of Ukhta is located in the
northern part of European Russia, in
the
Republic of
Komi. Komi is bordered on the east by
the Ural mountains (the border
between Europe and Asia) and on the
north by the Arctic Sea
it's not
Siberia, but trust me, it is just as
badass. Ukhta itself is a city of
100,000. As far back as the 15th century the land was known to contain oil.
Settlement started to pick up in the
19th century, and in 193 a work camp
was built on the site of the settlement.
Throughout the 1930s, thousands of
political prisoners built roads, oil rigs,
and housing in Ukhta. It is said that
the road leading to Ukhta is paved
with the bones of those prisoners.
However, to get to the city, there is
no need to drive over bones. Ukhta is
conveniently home to both a train sta
semi-autonom-

ous

1

tion and an airport with daily flights in
and out of Moscow. The best time to
come to Ukhta depends on your interests. In the summertime, you can enjoy
cool (60 F) weather and observe the
surrounding wildlife. Ukhta is home to
a number of rivers running through
the taiga, where you can see a variety
of species of mosquitoes, flies, and
gnats. There are also many rare and
endangered plants in the area, as well
as at least five types of mushroom.
In my opinion, however, winter is
the best time to visit Ukhta, and this
lasts seven
season conveniently
months to accommodate the traveler's
busy schedule. Although temperatures
can reach
40, the snow provides
opportunities to ski through the woods
and perhaps catch glimpses of the
local wildlife: for example, brown
bears, wolves, foxes and ducks. Not far
away is Yugyd Va National Park, located in the Ural Mountains, where you
can hike and experience the diversity
of nature.
I trust that, given this dazzling
description, Ukhta will next year be
overrun by tourists. But for you
who wait too long to book
don't worry
hotel
room,
my
your
door is always open.
pro-crastinat-

ors

When I heard Captain Richard
Phillips had been taken hostage by
Somali pirates I wrote him off as a
goner. I just waited for news to come
that they'd executed him and the USS
Bainbridge had responded by sinking
their ship. I was
surprised, but very
pleased, to see
V1
Phillips
Captain

f

yt

atMOrt09wooster.edu.
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freed

by a special

operation

by..

ILLS.

brianfrederlco

Nayy offidals flre
right, this one victory is barely a scratch
in the surface of the very real modern
piracy problem.

I

These are not your "Pirates of the
Caribbean" swashbuckling, dashing
good looks-typirates chasing some'
upperclass love "Interest across the
ocean. These are violent, dangerous
people who have already commandeered
dozens of ships and accumulated wealth
in the millions through ransom and captured cargo, including tanks, small arms
and other nasties. And the worst thing
is: we could have stopped this decades
Clinton adminisagOj but a weak-willtration pulled U.S. troops from Somalia
too soon.
In the 1993 Blackhawk Down incipe

ed

dent,
Michelle Ort is a regular contributor for
the Voice. She can be reached for comment

i

al

militants

Qaeda-traine- d'

fought American special forces units
in the streets of Mogadishu. The
Clinton administration pulled surviv

ing American military and civilian
elements from .the country and the
lawless genocide continued. Piracy in
the region is the direct result of a job '
left unfinished, and now we are suffering the consequences.
It would not surprise me to see that
Somali pirates have received training
from al Qaeda. Many of these captured
vessels lack any sort of defenses which
makes them easy targets. The fact that
the crew of the Maersk Alabama fought..'
back is incredible; the fact that they did
so without any firearms is even more
praiseworthy. Several American private
military firms offer
training,
including Blackwater (now Xe). I wonder if the Alabama crew received any
sort of training from those companies.
anti-pira- cy

Maybe shipping firms ought to consider consulting private firms for
training. The NATO Allied
Protector operation is clearly ineffective; they have only four ships covering
a million square miles. Hopefully the
US. Navy can step in and better patrol
the region. Better yet, hopefully we can
attack the Somali pirates at their bases
and end the piracy threat altogether.
This threat is unique because it is not
likely to require the presence of U.S.
ground troops. Naval ships and air units
can likely handle much of the problem.
Use of Navy SEALs to clear out pirate
bases on the shore could eliminate the
problem at its heart. The SEALs have
anti-pira- cy

already proven they are capable of planning and executing a mission on no
notice at all.
I

didn't take President Obama for

much of a foreign policy expert and
still don't, but he wisely left the opera-

tion in the hands of the officers in the
theater of operations and allowed a military solution if the option became
available. I hope he adopts and maintains an
policy and allows
Naval commanders to execute it without bureaucratic red tape.
The threat to global shipping should
not be tolerated at all, especially at the
level Somali piracy has reached.
Ironically, the Maersk Alabama was
carrying food and aid relief for African
civilians, but future piracy acts could
target vital imports and exports including oil and weaponry. The pirates
already have taken control of a shipment of Soviet-er- a
weapons technology and the threat of future seizure of
weapons remains a distinct possibility
The danger is only increasing and the
piracy must be ended by no other
means than complete destruction of the
pirate
vessels.
and
dockyards
Companies paying ransoms only exacerbates the problem, so a more hardline approach here is necessary.
anti-pira- cy

Brian Frederico is a production assistant
Voice. He can be reached for com
ment at BFrederico09wooster.edu.
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American Cancer Society hot using donations responsibly
Several weeks ago, the College of Wooster
hosted its annual Relay for Life to raise money
for the American Cancer Society. The more
than $2 ,000 raised at Relay, as well as the considerable time, energy and dedication that went
into planning the event, are
testaments to the generosity
of the Wooster community.
Unfortunately, the ACS does
not put its donations to
good use.
The ACS presents itself as
rossbuchanan
a philanthropic organization
committed to a future without cancer. In reality,
the activities of the ACS have almost nothing to
do with preventing or in any way reducing its
occurrence.
Nearly all of its activities are directed at treating or identifying those who already have cancer.
One of the ACS's main services is enlisting volunteers to drive cancer patients to chemotherapy. It
also advocates that the government pay for more
chemotherapy drugs.
1

When it comes to prevention, the ACS's efforts
The ACS and its partner
are almost
organization, the ACS Cancer Action Network
(ACS CAN), regularly stress the importance preventing cancer through quitting smoking and a
healthy diet. Certainly, people should eat right and
avoid tobacco, but we already know that. The
problem is making it happen;
The activities I've mentioned so far entail very
little cost. Driving cancer patients is done by volunteers and issuing the occasional press statement
or pamphlet asking the government to pay for
more drugs or telling people to take better care of
themselves is not expensive. So where does its
$1.1 billion in annual revenue go?
Twenty percent of its budget goes to raising
more money. Another 10 percent goes to covering administrative costs, which includes the
$620,000 salary of John Seffrin, the organization's
CEO. An additional $150 million of its revenue
isn't even included in its budget, and instead goes
to enriching the organization itself. The net assets
of the ACS currently stand at nearly $1.6 billion.

Any organization,
or otherwise, should
have assets tucked away just to be safe, but having
a rainy day fund that is worth more than the orga-

each year under the assumption that they are
helping in the fight against cancer. The ACS has
taken advantage of its donors' generosity and

nization's annual revenue is unreasonable.
Of the roughly 70 percent of the ACS budget
that goes towards programs, most goes to funding drug research. Developing cancer drugs is
extremely expensive, but the pharmaceutical
companies behind making these drugs spend far
more on administration and marketing than
do on
they
researching drugs (see

betrayed them. Instead of fighting cancer, the
ACS has done little more than enricli itself and
drug companies while passively discouraging
efforts to regulate suspected carcinogens. It then

non-pro-

non-existe- nt.

'

"

fit

http:www.nybooks.eomarticlesl7244fnr4)
The ACS hurts efforts aimed at preventing

can-

cer. Over the years, a long list of pesticides,
and other chemicals have been suspect-

flame-retarda- nts

ed of causing cancer. Yet the ACS has played no
role in pushing the government to regulate any

potentially carcinogenic chemicals, nor have they
played any role in informing the public of the likely dangers posed by any such chemicals. It would
seem that not offending major industries is more
important to the ACS than public health.
Americans give millions of dollars to the ACS
T

spends a fifth of its budget to ask the public for
even more money, even when it isn't even spending all of its revenue.
I hope that The College of Wooster continues
to hold Relay for Life or something just like it
every year, but the proceeds should not go to the
ACS. Instead, the organizers of Relay should give

the money they raise to environmental lobbying
groups that actually pressure Congress to regulate hazardous chemicals and
hospitals
and volunteer groups that provide care to cancer
patients directly.
non-pro- fit

Ross Buchanan is a Viewpoints editor
for the Voice.
He can
be
reached
at
for comment
RBuchanan09wooster.edu.
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At Woo 91, student DJs keep radio star alive
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Imagine that one out of every five
people in the world was about to decide
who he or she wants as a political
leader for the next five years. Such an

:.

X

);

election, one
might assume,
would affect
the world in a

rather

er,

i

;

Some say it's a dead medium. But for
the students who work, at Woo 91,
The College of Wooster studen-ru- n
radio station, radio is- anything but
dead.
Wooster's Sound Alter-natiis just,
what it sounds like: an alternative to
commercial radio for listeners both on
campus and within the regional community. The station airs a wide range
of offerings, from eclectic music selections to lectures, talk shows, news and
athletic events.
"We cover the College's football,
baseball and both men's and women's
basketball and lacrosse teams," said
Woo 9 general manager Amy Cohen
'10. "We will start lacrosse next weekend and add soccer as one of the
teams next year."
The station is broadcast throughout most of central Ohio. Under the
call letters WCWS, Woo 91 can be
found 24 hours a day at 90.9 FM and
on the station's Web site. Students
can listen to the radio on TV by turning on channel 1
and Woo 91 also
has the capability to broadcast 3(5
days a year, giving listeners the
opportunity to tune in throughout
the summer.
Woo 91 has launched a number of
initiatives to become more visible on
' campus. Every Friday during lunch
the station fea- -

develop their own musical programs
and talk shows that air from 10 a.m. to
midnight.
"Most of the time, listeners can
hear music or listen to one of the disc
jockeys having a talk show," said
Cohen. "It's a way to find new music
and find shows that you don't normally listen to."
Besides being the general man-angCohen also works as one of
Woo 9l's student DJs. She can be
heard on air every Sunday from 8 p.m.
to 10 p.m.
Cohen tends to focus mainly on
indie rock, classical rock and punk, but
sometimes plays a little bluegrass, folk
p.
music and
"Indie rock is a little folksier. Indie
.rock is like music you don't hear on
the radio. I usually play music from
lesser-know- n
artists that try to raise
the bar up on what music should be
like," Cohen said. Her favorites include
The Mountain Goats, Bright Eyes,
Leonard Cohen, Gogol Bordello, the
Dead Kennedys and Operation Ivy. '
Cohen also mixes it up according to
popular tastes. "I play stuff like the
Beatles for classic rock music," she
said, "and for punk I play anything
hardcore."
Cohen also plays a variety of music,
based on various themes from epic
songs lasting over seven minutes to
songs with the name of places in the
titles, like "No Sleep Till Brooklyn"
and "Sweet Phue

5
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signifi-

cant manner.
Regrettably,
as India, the

world's

biggest democracy, began the first
phase of its month-lon- g
general elections, the international media did not
pay as much attention to it as one
might expect.
With seven hundred million people
on the voting list, India's election
process is not only a monumental
achievement for democracy but an
exercise in logistical magic. With
seven of India's biggest states boasting a population greater than that of
the United Kingdom, it's a surprise
for many that elections have been carried out consistently for decades and
are' now free and fair for the most
part. When almost 20 percent of the
world's population chooses a government the rest of it can't afford to look
the other way.
Above, a studio in the College's radio station featuring a variThe next government that takes
ety of mixing equipment and music for Amy Cohen. '10 and
power in India has no easy task at
other Woo 91 DJs to choose from (Photo by Maureen Sill).
hand: it faces a global economic melt-- '
down, issues of national security- - and
duo also plays songs related to the
terrorism and the problem of severe
Like Chicago."
Cohen and the other DJs have a contures student
internal economic inequality all
Each show lasts siderable selection of music to choose
conversation.
disc
jockeys
around India. The world should
In order to become a DJ, students
about two hours. from. An automated system, Quebbie,
playing music
must be enrolled in or have taken the watch the outcome with interest
in
These particular offers thousands of songs and is proLowry
since, besides being the second most
Radio Workshop course offered in the
Dining Hall.
songs are playeu grammed to continuously play music
:'
populous country in the world, India
Communication Department.
during the first while the DJ is not in the studio.
The ' station
In addition to music, Woo 91 proStudents are able to apply for the is arguably on the verge of becoming
hour of the show. During the second
also broadcasts from numerous camposition while they are taking the a global economic power on the scale
pus events, including Relay for Life, hour, Cohen plays her own selection of gram director Wright Smith '09
First-ye- ar
class and can be on the air the same of China. It also happens to be locata talk show with Cohen on
Student Orientation and music or takes requests.
ed in one of the most volatile regions
The ultimate criterion, she said, is Wednesdays from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
semester.
the Wooster Volunteer Network's
"Woo 9 is a format-fre- e
"We're not a serious show. We talk
station and of the world and the future of our
simply to play whatever she likes. "I
Nearly Naked Run.
has a lot of variety," said Cohen. generation might very well hinge on
and figure that if I like it, other people will about whatever comes up in the news
The station is commercial-fre- e
its relationships with its neighbors
that is interesting," said Cohen. The "Being a DJ is a lot of fun."
features a number of student DJs who too," Cohen stated.
China and Pakistan.
The intriguing nature of this general election lies in the fact that most
political analysts estimate that this
,...., ,.,.,..,.
,
"
""""
might be the most unpredictable
election that India has ever seen. The
two political parties that have traditionally been the "national" parties
are not as powerful as they used to
be. The Congress (currently leading
the government in power) and the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP, the
Hindu nationalist party) are carefully
.
watching the growing strength of
the smaller parties based on regional
and caste divisions. This Third Front
presents proof that democracy has
really taken root in India, with a multiplicity of voices being heard in the
echelons
of Parliament.
top
1
Unfortunately it also presents the
deepening divides along caste and
Left, a piece of French chocolate from L'Atelier.du Chocolat de Baybnne. Right, one of the many combined chocolatier and regional lines in India today.
The outcome of the elections will
art galleries that Powell visited, studying the aspects of chocolate in France over winter break (Photos courtesy Erin Powell).
have a strong bearing on the way
However, 'with the help of Inez K.
India interacts with the world.
to the decision to spend her senior it imported fron the Spaniards or from
Kris Fronzak
the Congress has recently
a
French
However,
Though
such
unknown
Professor
other
Carolyn
focusing
on
of
year
it
Gaylord
topic.
specific
explorers.
Features Editor
"I really enjoy cooking and baking,
is generally agreed that chocolate was
paved the way for closer diplomatic
Durham, French major Erin Powell '09
The prospect of an Independent did just that. Her entire I.S. project is and who doesn't like chocolate?" said originally consumed as a drink, mostly ties with the countries of the West,
this has enraged many of the hardlinPowell.
by royalty or wealthy people. It was
written about French chocolate: its hisStudy written solely in English is intimIt's no wonder that interests eveneven considered a medicine. It took ers in the BJP and the Communist
tory, health benefits, importance in
idating enough to most of The College
of Wooster's students. But to do an modern France and, of course, her per- tually led her to the land of excellent many years for chocolate to become the Party of India (CPI) who align thementire thesis in another language is sonal experience with the delicious food, and elegant people France. In common dessert that so many of us selves with the Third Front. The outher junior year, Powell stayed with a appreciate daily.
come of the election will also potensomething even ' the bravest student dessert.
I.S.
in
crucial
led
host
family
Powell
different
factors
classes
The
other
France,
to
Several
her
tially affect the internal caste, comwas
taking
from.
part
would shy away
and doing community
her own experiences with chocolate munal and regional interactions for
'
service all while growduring her childhood, while studying the country.
and
As
its
15th general
abroad
and
India
more
more
over
enters
winter
ing
most recently
intrigued with one of break, when Powell received Copland elections, the world should be watchthe most essential Funding to go to France again. She ing with great interest, Not only does
the fate of over a billion potentially
stayed for a week, visiting chocolate
aspects of French cul
infortheir
all
chocolate.
shops
depend on the choices made, but prob
ture:
over the country to get
for
ably the fate of several millions more.
"The French are mation
her project.
I
is
very proud ot what
"One of the things learned
that
Anoop Parik '09 is an Economics and
they do, so obviously they focus on pure ingredients. And
double major from Kolkata, India.
English
they believe that their they make a lot of different tilings with
Buy 2 packages of
chocolate is the best," chocolate now, like chocolate pasta,"
said Powell.
she said.
FRESH-MAD- E
After her program
Studying abroad not only helcd her
sec?
was complete, Powell
immensely with her I.S. project, it also
assisted with one of her most noteworcame back to America
to
witli the prospect of I.S.
thy accomplishments of late; taking
weighing heavily on her first place at the annual
mind. But in accordance
Concours
competition,
and get the 3rd package
with her major and Annuel, in Cleveland, just behind
:
Grand Prize w inner Anna Fleming '09.
recent overseas experience, she chose to write
The coniH'tition consists of a tifiied
T
alxmt chocolate.
essay written in French, an impromptu
She used a gastronomconversation with a native scaker and
ic
model
the
write
Card
to
general academic achievement. College
with your Advantage
but
concentrated
of Wooster students have been winning
story,
E-mhistorical
on the
importop awards in this competition for 12
lowest retail sushi Is free
tance and her own expeyears consecutively.
good through
Now that her lndcondent Study is
rience and memories of
chocolate.
finished and with graduation looming,
tfarqtiharsonllwoo$Lr. c. ' i
As it turns out, chocoPowell is thinking hard about her
late has a very detailed
future.
and controversial histo"If I can, I'd love to someday go to
hkjronzakQgmail. coin
ry. Stories conflict as to
culinary school, preferably somewhere
w hether the French had
in France," Powell said.
1

1

hip-ho-

-

Tune in to Woo 91 at

woo91.wooster.edu

co-ho- sts

1

Powell '09 concocts I.S. that's good enough to eat
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I.S. exhibitions a transformative experience
1
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I will (please, dear God) be graduating in May. There are many things I
know we all will miss about Wooster,
especially .considering that the "real
world" often seems quite daunting.

mill

1

m

.

While "Collages" necessarily blends
with the gallery itself, stepping into
Dana Bustamante's '09 "Imagorium
for 'the Prince'" is like stepping into
another world. Bustamante drew on
a
the
traditional
imagorium,
Mouridiyya Senegalese space for
images and objects both secular and
sacred, and a single photograph of
this "Prince," a homeless man in Lamu,
Kenya, who Bustamante encountered
during
her
study there.
With almost
fugal imitation,
her iconic portrait of the

.

.

vv.

4-j- r

stephaniefuller

.

i

1

variations of medium, style and
cation.

b'-rn:-;;-

abstract, she proclaims, "I l)elieve that
people's lives are xlitical lives," and she
draws on the words of some of the
sharpest and most unsparing musicians
and poets as the framework, for her
intricate examination of contemporary

impli-

More than an intense reflection on a
single character,
however,
the
Imagorium is a
of
panorama
life,
vibrantly
as
captured

society

",

'

day 'that it will finally pp.
Unfortunately, it is only until now
that I realize a change in attitudes
could have made our bubbles a lot less

(333120

man in profileis transposed

Livingston's images are as big and
bold as the lines with which they're
Bustamante paired. Ani DiFranco's snarling "My
witnessed
it country 'tis of thee to take shots at
in
and each other on primetime TV" is cap- -'
Kenya
when traveling
piece incorpo- tured in a graffiti-lik- e
Tanzania.
The exhibition manages to be a rating an angry Muslim face, the
McDonald's "i'm lovin' it" slogan and
testament to both the individual and
flowers. Next to
the collective, and the fact that the 'drooping, blood-re- d
two are not at war here contributes to it, DiFranco's "Just remember you
were there you were always there" is
the Imagorium's intended spiritual
simply and memorably rendered as an
resonance.
elephant.
The diversity of the work she disEach piece is mounted on formations
plays, from patterned cloths and photoof overlapping black circles, suggesting
graphic collages to paintings and simple sketches, reveals the full spectrum of clouds or, ingeniously, LPs, reinforcing
her processing her experience and the the centrality of pop culture to the language we use to render modern times.
range of possibility that emerges from
.'
All three exhibitions are endlessly
a single spark
of
expression
an apt
thought-provokiand transformative.
of art.
the
'09
exhibition,
Wooster students, particularly those
Adrienne Livingston's
who don't often get to see peers' art"Clusters & Constellations: Music and
work, owe themselves this visually
Mixed Media,", takes on another wholly
distinct style set and visual language, at stimulating and thought-provokionce sparse and provocative. In her experience.

-

.

stuffy and much more enjoyable.
My friend, a beautiful, strong, inde-

pendent woman, made out with a guy
at the UG one night, a young man that
she happened to have had a crush on for
two months. Walking to Mom's after
the dance party was over, I was understandably excited about her success.
"Did he get your number?" I asked, a
bit disappointed that I had not had my
own wild fling that night. t
"Yeah," she said with a smile, "but I'm
sure he won't call."
"Oh, of course he will," I answered
almost mechanically, hoping for the
best yet knowing (sadly) she'd probably
go ignored until some 4 a.m. booty call
one drunken night.
The next evening, he called. I seemed
to be more elated for my friend than she

.

:
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seamlessly onto nearly every corner of
the exhibit and explored in countless
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non-definitiven- ess

Above left, Bustamante's portrait. Above right, part of
Livingston's exhibition. Above, a piece of Cotter's "Collages"
(Photo by Sarah Harbdttle).

Entertainment Editor
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The College of Wooster hosted artist Bryan Crockett, whose artwork is
featured as part of the "Molecules that Matter" exhibition currently on disartist
play in Ebert Art Center, on Monday, April 13. The California-base- d
discussed the inspiration behind his sculptures of genetically engineered
mice, entitled 'Anger," "Gluttony" and "Sloth".
Growing up, Crockett was interested in animals as test subjects, and
while attending graduate school at Yale University he wondered how to
incorporate dual interests in art and science. He chose to express his ideas
about the morality of animal testing through a representation of the Seven
Deadly Sins.
Crockett based each of his seven sculptures on actual mice he studied in
Jackson's Laboratory in Maine. "I wanted to memorialize mice that had been
used," he said. "Their bodies were engineered to develop certain diseases."
Crockett's artwork questions the morality of science through Judeo- -

.'

,

Christian terms.
His depiction of "Gluttony" represents a mouse that had been engineered
to develop diabetes. Crockett uses the sculpture to question whether obesity
can be helped or if it is genetically acquired.;- "Anger" represents a mouse that had been genetically altered neurological-l- y
to have very aggressive behavior. Its model in the Jackson Laboratory was
nicknamed "Punk Rocker."
Perhaps the most poignant of Crockett's sins is his representation of a
mouse that had been genetically altered to develop Downs' Syndrome.
Individuals with Downs' Syndrome have three sets of chromosomes instead
of two: this was Crockett's representation of Greed.
The "Molecules that Matter" forum will conclude with a faculty roundtable
on Thursday, April 30 in Sussel Gallery. The roundtable will feature
Professor of Studio Art Jaime Carrejo, Professor of Chemistry Melissa
Schultz, Professor of Biology Stephanie Strand and Professor of Sociology
'
Thomas Tierney.
.

;

;
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him in Lowry. 'The nerve!" I can some- -j
times even hear her mutter under her
breath as she passes him by Basics.

;

.
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The next indicator that some ,
women's standards have gone incredi- -:
bly awry came when I heard another
female friend consciously (and soberly)
giving advice to a guy. Though one
would think a woman would be an
exprt on women, years of accepting
unfortunate male treatment had taken
their toll.
" The man in question had met a wonderful girl that he had instantly become
very interested in. Clearly a romantic,
he was contemplating bringing her
flowers and maybe even taking her out
to dinner. When hearing of his plans,
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Third Class album is anything but
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ZachMcBride

Dance performance
held this weekend
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NATIONAL

TLC's"18 Kids"
welcomes grandchild
F

Michelle, and Jim Bob Dugger of
TLC's "18 Kids and Counting" are

g

;

I

'

1

expecting their first grandchild. Their
son Josh, 21, and his wife Anna, 20,
were married in September and
announced to the Associated Press that
the baby's due date is Oct. 18.
Tire extra-larg- e
family lives in northwest Arkansas and has 18 children
between the ages of 121 and five
months. Josh is the oldest, and Michelle
and Jim Bob welcomed the youngest of
their brood, Jordan-Grac- e,
to the family in DecemlHT of '2(X8.
"We have committed leaving that
area up to God as far as our family size,"
Josh told the A P. Michelle and Jim Bob
have reported that they're thrilled
alKHit
grandparents.
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.Iris & Entertainment briefs
compiled by Maggie Donnelly
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Ix-comin-

both my friend and I were shocked.
"Like, a date?" I asked. I had remembered hearing something about those

allium

1

The Department of Theatre and
Dance at The College of Wooster will
host the Spring Dance Concert next
Thursday through Saturday, April '23
through 25. The performance will be
directed by Kim Tritt, professor of
theater and dance, whose expertise'
lies in modern dance, ballet and move- nient for actors, and is sponsored by
Campus Council.
The Dance Concert will take place
at 8:15 p.m. in Freedlander Theater.
It will showcase the work of faculty
and advanced student choreographers
and features guest artists from the
world of modern dance.

Voice Staff
"The Red Wheelbarrow" is the new
from the Youngstown band,
Third Class. Comprised of brothers
Lee Boyle and Wooster alum Jack
Boyle '08 alongside Pepe Parish,
Third Class offers an excellent record
that displays the new sound of the
band and the growth since their
album released in 'JOOfi, "Chloe's
Epitaph is Chloe."
Third Class's sound is abrasive and
at the same time lucid. It weaves in
and out of convention and familiarity.
There are times when their sound is
reminiscent of so many artists it's
impossible to pinpoint just one, and
then eight seconds further into the
song it collapses into a musical heap
of conflicting layers, only to recon- struct within seconds into a coin- pletely different song.
This is the problem in reviewing
them: their music is so complex that
it is difficult to summarize their overarching character. Each phase of
their songs could easily be its own
universe, yet layered as they are and
constantly morphing, they form an
elusive shape.
'The' specific sounds of "The Red
Wheelbarrow" start with the upbeat
and catchy melodies of "Party In
Your House." This track most close-- ;
ly resembles their earlier works, coin-- ;
prising of driving lyrics surrounded
and seemingly held aloft by syncopated rhythms and frequent changes in
tempo.
is
"Ellison's
this
Following
Harlem," exemplifying their new and
mature sound. It offers driving
chords and a steady beat, often left
behind in the complexities of their
earlier work.
After this, the band fuses these two
sounds together in "Rainy and

.

This was my first red flag'that years
of Wooster's distorted dating scene
had drastically skewed our ideas of
romance. Despite my attempts to con- -:
vince her that a phone call was a good
sign, and contrary to her own beliefs, it
did not mean this guy was some lonely
perv. She refused to speak to him again
and still gets the shivers when she sees

,

.

;

was for herself. "I le's obviously a freak!
What kind of guy calls?" she asked.

ng

"Molecules" artist speaks on intersection of art, science and activism
Maggie Donnelly Arts

I feel

lowever,

better
much
after reflecting
on the fact that I
am guaranteed
at least one positive consolation
after my time
here: A much

larger dating pool.
Though I cannot deny that Wooster
has its share of hotties, I think both the
female and male populations can agree
that it will be great to have a refreshed
crop of singles looking to mingle.
Every year I grow more and more
aware of the Wooster bubble, and my
enthusiasm is mounting as I await the
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write this, I'm sitting on some- a piece of
one's Independent Study
it, at least. Alexandra Cotter's '09
"Collages: Exploration of Furniture
Design Using Found Objects" is one of
three senior exhibitions currently on
display at Ebert Art Gallery. The
space is, as always, like none other on
a room abuzz with ideas,
campus
speaking through the breathtaking
achievements of the featured student
:'' artists. ":
Cotter's
furniture,
constructed
entirely of discarded materials, is
beautiful both in concept and execution. Each of the five sets emphasizes
the role of chance in art and the interaction between deliberate intent and
serendipity. Relics of the materials in
their past lives lend the furniture
many of its most striking qualities.
"Each piece I incorporated into the
collage has its own story," Cotter
wrote in her abstract. "All of these
smaller stories are pieced together to
create a new entity, which I find
fascinating."
As

'

Evidence of these stories are everywhere, in 'patterns 'which might connote lamps or crates reincarnated as
stools or tables, raising countless questions about, the way commercial or
functional cues inform our understanding of art, or the way our interaction with materials shapes their des-

PATRICK HUGHES

gasuoggs?

I

.

Alex Parrott
Voice Staff

MAGGIE DONNELLY

rituals that sometimes take place in real
life. Yeah, "dates," they're called. I may
be a bit off on the spelling, though.
Anyways, I was startled, but not as
startled as my friend. She immediately
put down her forkful of General Tso's
chicken and exclaimed, "What are you
thinking?!" He almost choked on his
vegetarian spring roll.
"Don't bring her flowers and defiPhoto courtesy Third Class.
nitely don't take her out," she continued. "If a guy took me out here I would
Stormy," an amalgamation of the two tic sounding work.
and a marriage that works
sounds
The liner notes to the album offer definitely know he's a loser. Just text
best of all.
perhaps the best description of the her when you're drunk."
Though it pains me to admit it, she
These three opening tracks offer history and tone of Third Class. It
the strongest and most insightful sur
playfully tells a story of "three feral seemed to be saying, "Don't show her
who common courting courtesies, and defi'children'"
vey' of the
nitely don't be a gentleman." The sad
sought to "rebuild
g-- e n e r a
thing was, I agreed with her for a
sound
the tools of their
of
moment.
craft." What they
Third Class.
The pint is, I know many ladies
Yet that's
produced after "37
complain, myself included, about the
decades" of isolanot where
shoddy dating tactics of some of the
the
brilli
tion was "not whol
boys here at Wooster.
ly unbearable to others."
ance ends.
I lowever, please consider the idea
And "that is, in a sense, what Third
The rest of the disc offers a tranthat
done.
the women who settle for these
Class
has
from
dealing
quil
Previously
interrupted
twisted
interhave
with experimental pop, they
time to time with experimental
games are condoning all the
moved towards a more conventional
disappointments that follow. If you
ludes that run from the terrifying
wanted to be treated right, you will be
"Egypt Then Roswell" to the frantic sound.
surprise-pun- k
Yet they have retained their expertreated right, and if that means reevaltrack "Flight of Owls."
Third Class does not allow you to imental influences, and because of it, uating the standards that have shrunk
with time, then get to it.
sleep while listening to their album. It today produce a sound unlike anyis an intellectual pursuit.
And if some fine gentleman asks you
body else.
The disc closes with what can only
Third Class has their two most out, please don't scream in terror. If a
be described as a joyful and sentimenrecent albums, including this one, nice young man calls your cell during
available on iTunes or through their
tal romp, "(treat Days" and "Nursery"
daylight hours, don't become skeptical.
Take a deep breath
and pick up the
provide a sense of closure to the Web site at www.thirdclass.net.
phone.
album. They seem to describe the
For those in search of some serious
musical brain food,' "The Red
memories of the past, both painful
and filled witli joy. Slower than the Wheelbarrow" is an eminently worStephanie Fuller is a
colum- nist for the Voice. Site can be reached for
other tracks, they are an excellent thy purchase (or equally satisfactory
comment at SFullerOfJwooster.edu.
illegal download).
closing thought to a sometimes fran
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Ultimate team struggles to find field Men's lax holds on
space as numbers and success increase to defeat Adrian 10-- 9
Molly Lehman
Editor in Chief
"There are not many sports," said
Sam Taylor '09,
"where the skinny white guy can be the
most dangerous or respected player on
the field." Ultimate is one of these.
The College of Wooster Ultimate
team, perhaps because it tends to attract
skinny white guys and girls, has blosRamJam

co-capta-

in

somed since its inception six years ago,
growing from a single, coed team to
both men's ("RamJanf ) and women's
("Betty Gone Wild").
On April 4, the two teams competed
in the postseason college ox-- sectionals
n

tournament. Following wins against the
University of Dayton and Ohio
Northern University women's teams,
Betty Gone Wild qualified for regionals,
placing fifth in a field of seven women's
teams from across the state. The ranking marks the first time Wooster has.
advanced past sectionals.
Betty Gone Wild will compete in
regionals on May 3 and 4, held at
,
Oberlin College in
Ohio.
Botli teams are expanding exponentially as more students become interested
in part because of an increased
Olx-rlin-

popular knowledge of the game.

ft

"The team continues to grow because
more and more incoming freshman have
already played or know what the sxrt
is," said Betty Gone Wild
Sarah Zwikelmaier '09. "In 2005, which
co-capt- ain

was only the women's team second year
in existence, we started with a team of
about 1'2 people and this year we have a

rosterof

22 people."

"The men's team experienced its
biggest growth this year,- - welcoming a
first-ye- ar
class of alxnit 15 players," said
RamJani

Andy Maloney '09.

co-capt- ain

--

makes it difficult for scheduling
and
have led to problems this year that have
affected the sectionals tournament.
"I am consistently frustrated by our
administration liecause there is nowhere
to play Ultimate," said Taylor. "Since we

sxrt,

we basically have

the same rights to any field space on
campus as the squirrels do: we can use it,
as long as nolxxly else wants to."
According to the Ultimate team, the
lack of adequate practice space recently

0;n

7

the Armington quad, the Douglass
quad, the Wagner fields or the soccer
fields," said RamJam
Mike
Zappitello '09. "As a last resort, we
turned to the practice football field,
which had mounds of dirt that were a
foot high in some places. As a result, one
co-capt- ain

'

-

of our starters fell over one of these
piles during practice and completely
ruined his leg."

The growing interest in the sport,
however, have exposed difficulties in the
way club athletes practice and manage
their team. The Ultimate team is a club
sport, sharing its status with the
Wooster Cricket Club and Equestrian
Club. The categorization, they say,

are not a varsity

led to the injury of one of RamJam's
key players two days before sectionals.
"We were unable to get field space on

Director of Student Activities Bob
who manages club charters,
acknowledged that the lack of practice
space is a continuing problem lor club
Rodda,

sports.
all club sports have diffgetting practice space and time,"
he said. "One of the goals of the new
campus center is to address that need
and create more space. With limited
space, it is hard to meet the needs."
"I understand that, in reality, there
just isn't enough space on campus for
the amount of teams that exist," said
Taylor. "But it doesn't change the fact
that we are going to keep playing. If
current trends continue, we will have
about 35 to 40 members next year on
the men's team alone. No matter how
many times we ask
Operations
Manager of Athletic Facilities Nate
Whitfield to give us a spot in any gym
space at any time, we are lucky to even
get a response."
A statement request from Whitfield
were not returned as of press time.
"Generally

iculty

"Space is allocated based on availabiliand general 'maintenance

ty, schedule,

restrictions,"

said Athletic Director
Keith Beckett. "It is our hope that next
year, there will be at least one field completely dedicated to club and recreation-

ft

al activity."

In the meantime, Taylor said the team
takes pride in its independence. "I think
our strength arises from the fact that
there is nobody who coaches or organiz-

V

es our team except the individuals who
are onvthe team," he said. 'Thus every

?

victory

Above, RamJam men at their spring break Ultimate tourna
ment in Jekyll Island, Ga. (Photo courtesy Mike Zappitello)

Lee '09 cradles the ball down the field for Wooster
against an Adrian defender (Photo by Charlie Fanelli).
Tim

is

earned directly from the play-

ers."

"Our strength is in our love of the
game, said Zwikelmaier.

Sydney Bender
Editor in Chief
Men's' Lacrosse Head Coach Jason
Tarnow told his team during their
game against Adrian College that they
were not playing up to their full potential. After a 10-- 9 victory over Adrian,
Tarnow's pep talk apparently worked.
The team hung.on against Adrian
10-- 9
after going into the fourth quarter with a four-poilead. The players
agreed with Tarnow that they needed
to play more consistently.
"It was a mediocre performance by
everyone," said defender Garrett
Dennett '09. "It was great to get the
win in but our potential is so much
greater."
The Bulldogs, led by David Monroe,
Ryan Knautz and Tyler Tanguay, fired
back in the last quarter, where they
gained more control of the ball and
caused a furry of goals scored to be

Johann Weber

Dyer finished with a final jump
feet, 7.5 inches.

Senior, Sports Writer

This past weekend, Dyer led the
track team as it comjK'ted lxth at the
io
Championhips and at the

All-Oh-

non-scori- ng

Oberlin Invitational.
This weekend it was Dyer who made
the headlines. Dyer defended his title in
the triple jump by defeating Demetrius
Bailey from Muskingum College by

jumping five inches farther than him.
The mark was also five inches farther
than his winning mark mark last year.

45

Dyer was joined at
by
Bryan Albani '10, Julian Mangano '10,
Josh Kime '11 and Jon Mathis '10.
Albani and Mangano both finished
fourth, Albani in the 10 meter hurdles
and Mangano in the 800 meter run,
All-Ohi-

Eric Dyer ' 10 can now say that he has
won the triple jump championship not
just once in his career
but twice.

of

o's

1

More teaming up with Will Setliff '09
and Matt Solter '10 for the 4x400 meter
relay
where they finished eighth.
Kime txk fifth place in the shot put,
and Mathis placed eighth in the discus.
The women produced more podium
finishers than the men, led in points by
KateLynn Riley 'lo, who ran to a second place in the 100 meter hurdles.

one-on-o- ne

nt

scored.

According to Tarnow, the fault in
Wooster's consistency falls on the
shoulders of the defense. "The bottom
line is we didn't execute what we needed to do defensively," said Tarnow.
"The second half of that game was the
worst defensive game that I've seen
here in eight years."
"I thought we played down to our
competition a little bit in the first and
forth quarter, but during the, middle
two quarters, I thought we played our

Dyer defends triple jump title

r

Kayla Miller '09, the triple
jump specialist, took third in
the event with a jump of 35
feet, 7.75 inches.
Ali Drushal '09, Katharina
Kroll '12 and Elizabeth

style of lacrosse and did some very
good tilings," said defender Bryan
McDonald '10. The team's style,
according to McDonald, relies on play
ing good
defense.
Pat Coyne '10 had a hat trick and
Tim Lee '09 also chipped in two goals
while Gatsch, Matt Mullara :10, Alex
Mies '10, Joe Sulliman '10 and Dan
MacVarish '10 each scored one for the
Scots. Mark Weschler '09, the team's
leading scorer, scored the only three
assists for the Scots.
"Because Mark has been such a scoring presence this season, teams are
starting to throw whatever they can at
hriii, opening things up for other guys
on offense," said McDonald. Although
he didn't have a goal on Thursday, he
was able to find the open man and put
our team in good positions to score."
Tarnow also expanded' on the positive presence that the standout
Weschler has had on the field. "The big
thing for Mark is that he didn't let the
frustration of not having goals
it
didn't 'play a key factor in the game.
He's still doing his job and I know he
likes to get a few goals but assists are
good and contributing to a win in any
fashion is good," Tarnow said.
Tarnow feels that after a relatively
slow start, the team is beginning to
turn the corner. "We are excited we
should make the NCAC playoffs," he
said. "The guys hold the keys to their
destiny," added Tarnow.

wsm

Wardrop 'll all finished in
the top eight as well.
Drushal was fourth in the
javelin, Kroll finishing just a
bit behind her in the same
event in sixth place, while
Wardrop was eighth in the
high jump.

fflU

The team is gearing up for
the NCAC Championships
on May

1

and 2.

Scots capture first NCAC wins
ft

:

m

start the season.
So far, the team
has hit a combined
.236, a full 100
points lower than

r

'

'
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Priscilla Staples '10 makes the defensive
for the Scots (Photo by Andrew Collins).
i..

.

f
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Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
With an overall record of
this
season, 2(K)9 will not be reinemlx-reas
the Wooster Softball team's finest sea- son. However, with wins in two of the
team's last three games, the Scots may
In.' able to pick up the pieces and con- tend after a horrible start this season.
After winning the opening game of
the season against Elms College, the
Scots went on to lose 25 of their next
2(5. While the team had been able to get
consistent starting pitching from
Andrea Kelley '10 and Katie l'ifer '09,
the team reallv struinrled at the plate to
4-2-

(5

d

year. Kelley came in relief of
Pifer and got her first save of

their opponents'
average batting
average. The team
had scored three
or fewer runs in 2
of their first 27
ballgames
this
season. In those
ballgames where
the team had
scored fewer than
three runs, the

Last Saturday, the Scots
pulled off another conference win, this time at the

team

expense

1

,

one earned run. Pifer struck
out and walked three batters
in her best outing of the

the

was(WM-sto-

sts

p

Tad

the season.
two scoreless

Kelley pitched
innings and

gave up only three hits.
The Scots' win snapped a
nine-gaconference losing

streak dating back to April
16, 2008, when the Scots
swept a double-heade- r,
against Olx'rlin.

also

of the

Ladies. In the first game of
the doubleheader, the Scots
pulled off a 4 victory.
Again, Pifer earned the
win for the Scots. She
allowed 14 hits and two

Yeomen, the Scots' bats finally lit up.
The Scots exploded for six runs on
eight hits. All six of the team's eight

nine hits in the win, with
four diflerent players having
a two-h- it
game. Priscilla

runs came in the fourth, fifth and sixth
innings. Catcher Samantha Bachelder
'
2 led the offense with two hits in three
at bats. Bachelder also scored two runs
and knocked in three runs batted in.
filer got her first win of the season
as she nitrhed five innimrs and rave im

Staples '10 led the charge for
the offense, collecting two

5--

Presidential Kickoff

9--

Student Oral and Poster Presentations

11

.

noon

McGaw

FacultyStudent I.S. Panel

McGaw

p.m.

Studio Art Exhibit

Ebert

-3

Student Oral and Poster Presentations

11
l-4-

1-

3 -

--

4

Alumni I.S. Panel

McGaw

,

Student presentations will be held concurrently in
Kauke, Taylor, Severance, and Scovcl.

walks, but only four Kenyon
runs came around to score.

The offense

'

8:45 a.m.

Kenyon

two home games
against Oberlin College and Kenyon
Colleire, the Softball team fmallv
showed some signs of life as it picked
Up its first conference victories of the
season. On April 8, in the second game
of a doubleheader against the Oberlin

1

Come see what I.S. is about

me

belted out

hits, scoring a run and
knx:king in an RBI.
The Scots' next game
comes tomorrow at Ohio
Weslevan University.

Snacks will be available in presentation halls
from
and from
9--

A

11

2--

4.

detailed schedule of events and abstract
booklet can be found online at:

O
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heroics keep Lords stun Scots' hitters,
e
slot
women's lacrosse at top of NCAC move into
Carey's

late-gam- e

first-plac-

led the way with two unassisted
goals. In the last 10 minutes of. the'
half, Denison fought back sending
the two teams into halfthne with a
much closer score of
The Big Red started off the second half with four unanswered goals,
taking a 6 lead. However, with
13:03 left in the half, Britta Harman
'10 won control of the ball in a draw
and scored her first career goal unassisted. This created a momentum for
the Scots, who scored three more
times in the half to win the game.
Just a minute after Harnian's goal,
Darragh tallied another unassisted
goal against the Big Red.
After several minutes of play,
Carey scored unassisted with 3:27
left in the half, which tied the score
at nine all and set the stage for a final
scoring push by the Scots. After a
dramatic turnover caused by three-tim- e
first-tea- m
defender
Romy Eberle '09, Carey was able to
score her second goal of the game

Maggie Donnelly
Arts & Entertainment Editor
With just three games left to go
this season, the Wooster women's
lacrosse team remained in first
place in the North Coast Athletic
Conference. After a close call against
Denison University on the road, the
team remained in the driver's seat ;
but it sure was a close call.
Before the team's game last
Saturday against the Big Red, the
defeated the
Fighting Scots (7-- 3,
in a
5,
(4-Allegheny Gators
17-in
shootout. The Scots won
their home opener at Carl Dale
Memorial Field April 8. Carly Carey
'09, Hillary Darragh '09 and Taryn
Higgins '09 scored a combined 13
goals for the win.
The Scots started out strong and
never trailed behind the Gators,
exploding iri the first half and taking
lead in the first two mina four-poi- nt
utes of the game. Carey scored the
first two goals within the first
minute of play. Allegheny responded by netting three consecutive

9--

3-- 0)

11

base. After a hit batsman and another
error, Johnson was able to score,

Sara Brown
Sports Editor

After
bringing the score to
batter
Scots'
another
sailscored,
Johnson
smooth
It was supposed to be
ing for the Wooster baseball team for was hit by a pitch, this time to load
the rest of the season. The No. 4 the bases. Two more strikeouts ended
Scots simply had to show up and the the inning for the Scots, but not
team would sew up the NCAC East before Karpen managed an infield
regular season title. However, rival single, driving in another run for
Wooster. However, the Scots were
Kenyon College (11-- 1 NCAC, 20-1- 2
unable to take bigger advantage of
overall) made things a little interestthe opportunity and the Lords evening this past weekend.
The baseball team took on the tually held on for a 4--3 win.
Justin McDowell '11 suffered the
Lords this past Saturday and Sunday
loss for Wooster with four runs on
in their final NCAC games of the
regular season. Originally, the games seven hits and a couple walks.
Sunday was somewhat of an
were scheduled for Friday and
Saturday, but due to poor weather, improvement for Wooster as they
with Kenyon
split their double-heade- r
conditions Friday's game was moved
The team's top three scorers to Sunday. Overall, Wooster lost one game each. Anthony Trapuzzano
recorded eight goals each.
three of four to the Lords. The upset '09 pitched the first game for the
tomorrow's
After
dropped the Scots' overall record to Scots. Trapuzzano went for almost
game
against
,
seven innings, giving up just three
the Bulldogs, the Scots will host 25-- 7 and 13-- 3 the NCAC East
rival Wittenberg University next effectively making a regular season hits and a pair of walks.
Mark Miiler '09 came in to close
Saturday in the final home game for title a little more challenging.
Game one on Saturday ended two out the game and struck out Kenyon's
the team's seniors.
significant streaks for the Scots. number nine batter to keep the game
Starting pitcher Matt DeGrand '10 scoreless at the end of the seventh
inning. Both teams went two more
suffered his first career loss and outinnings without either side scoring
fielder Sean Karpen '08 had his
snapped'
with
an
streak
any runs.
hitting
In the 10th inning, the Scots
had
set
Karpen
performance.
came alive. Pierce started off
offense
the second longest game hitting
histowith a single and also stole
school
the
and
inning
streak in conference
base.
Shane 'Swearingen .'10
second
the
ry, only one hit behind
bunt and Pierce
sacrifice
a
down
laid
'06
hitting streak of Kurt Kapferer
scored.
Swearingen reached third
during the 2006 season.
At the end of the third inning, base on an error committed by the
Kenyon had managed to pull ahead 0. Lords. John Warren '09 drove in
Wooster was able to rally in the Swearingen to give Wooster a 6
t
fourth inning, scoring two runs. cushion heading into the bottom of
Unfortunately, the Scots were unable the 10th. Miller struck out the
to produce anympre runs in the batters of Kenyon as the Scots picked
up the win. .
inning and left the bases loaded.
In the second game, Kenyon scored
The very next inning, the Lords
came right back to bring theirlead up three runs with two outs in the bottom of the second inning. However,
to 2. In the sixth, the Lords effectively clinched the game whe"n they the Scots came roaring back offenroughed up newcomer Landon Wahl sively in the top of the third off of
i
hits. Michael
'12 for six runs in the bottom half of three consecutive
the sixth. After all was said and done, DeBord "12 tripled, then Derek
Wyman '11 had an RBI single and
the Lords took home a 13-- 3 victory.
It was a tough time to suffer a first Karpen had an RBI double. Karpen
career loss for DeGrand. The junior also scored tying the score
Despite the fact that Wooster took
standout came into the game with 13
lead in the fifth, they were
in
a
3
the
a
zero
and
big
victories
career
unable
to hold off Kenyon as they
DeGrand
However,
loss ledger.
scored
three runs in the bottom of
fourth
the
of
out
struggled to get
and three in the sixth to take
the
fifth
in
five
runs
inning. DeGrand allowed
5.
lead
the
just over three jnnings.
tried to rally one more
Scots
The
two;
In the first inning of game
seventh,
but only manhitin
the
time
Karpen managed to start a new
run as the
more
one
and
score
aged to
ting streak. He had a base hit
1
Kenyon
final
was
giving
score
scored later on off of a single from
to
Carley Carey '09 takes the ball down the field for Wooster
Stu Beath '10. Kenyon managed to tie the victory.
The three losses come at an inopthe score up in the bottom of the first
g
Dylan
by
game-winningoal
Takqres).
(Photo
score the
inning. In the second inning, Kenyon portune time for the Scots. They now
added another run onto their score sit second in the NCAC East behind
and added two more runs on in the Kenyon. The Scots will have to hope
third, pulling ahead 1. There was that the Allegheny Gators can return
First-yea- rs
in
no scoring from then on until the the upset favor to Kenyon when the
the
role
'
a
key
played
Women's Tennis
Lords and Gators play in Allegheny,
finsixth inning.
'12
Michael
Peters
With four victories this season, historic win.
Pa. this weekend.
Scots
the
sixth
inning,
In
Blake
the
overall.
the women's tennis team has shown ished in second place
comeback.
If the Lords can at least split the
Shortstop
late
a
'12
attempted
Sword '12 and Greg Benckart
vast improvement after being irreledoubleheader with Allegheny,
on
base
two
reached
'10
Johnson
Matthew
vant the past two seasons. However, also finished in the tournament's
will
win the regular season title.
second
steal
they
and
managed
to
an
error
individually.
top-1-5
despite the team's more consistent
6-- 5.

4-- 0)

with just 10 seconds left in the game,
clinching the win for the Scots and
keeping the team undefeated in conference play.
Carey, Darragh and Worthington
each tallied two goals apiece, and the
Scots' formidable attack unit outshot
27-1- 9.
Dine, Higgins,
Denison
Cameron Simmons '12 and Harman
each scored one goal and Jill Lee '11
recorded one assist. Higgins recordfive draw controls,
ed a game-hig- h
resulting in dominance of 12-- 9 for
Wooster that day. Goalie Jamie
Danncnberg '09 was credited with
eight saves for the day.
The Scots travel to play Adrian
College tomorrow. The Bulldogs
recently crushed Oberlin College 33--

all-NC-

;

4-- 2.

,

8.

AC

28-ga-

goals.

After a few scoreless minutes, both
Wooster and Allegheny exchanged
score, making it a 4 ballgame.
Within the last 20 minutes of the
half, the Scots gained momentum and
outscored the Gators 1, including a
hat trick by Darragh, to end the half
with a 10-- 5 lead.
Following....the intermission the
Scots kept up their attack of the
Gators' defense with Allegheny trailing by 10 points. The Gators were
scoring
able to reach the double-dig- it
nt
mark and end the game at a
loss of 1.
Darragh lead the scoring for the
day with five goals out of just seven
shots and contributed with an assist
on another goal. Carey and Higgins
scored four each, marking Carey's
153rd career goal. Nina Dine 'l tallied a goal and two assists, while Jess
Cleveland '10,' Katie Smart '11 and
Madison Carey '12 each had one goal

0-fo- r-4

,

5--

v7

5--

29-ga-

me

3--

2--

'

At

.

1--

six-poi-

17-1-

2-3

5--

'

.

.

1

3-- 3.

apiece.

5--

'

Wooster
In a closer match-u- p,
defeated Denison University (3-- 5, 0--2
NCAC) 10-- 9 after a dramatic comeback last Saturday in Granville, Ohio.
Both teams have placed each other
tough recently. Of the past 13 games
between the two teams, seven have
been decided by one goal.
The Fighting Scots took control
of the game early in the first half,
leading 1. Becca Worthington '10

me

9--

-

,

'

5--

9-- 6,

4--

Men's Tennis
After a down year last season,' the
men's tennis team continued its consistent play at the Great Lakes
Colleges Association Tournament
last weekend.
The Scots won the final match of
the tournament and remained undefined in conference play thus far this
season.

The Scots, though, were shut out
both of their early matches
.at the GLCA Tournament in
Crawfordsville, Ind. In the team's
first match against Hope College, the
Flying Dutchmen swept the doubles
2
competition with scores of
and
The Dutchmen also won the
singles matches for a 0 victory.
The Scots couldn't get much
going against No. 14 Carnegie
Mellon either. Again, the Scots were
held up iri three doubles matches and
two singles matches.
The Scots made the final match
count, however. The Scots were able,
to come out on top in a 3 decision.
Picking up wins for the Scots were
Jeremy Dominik '09 and Matt Hoch
'12 as well as Chris Collen '09 and
Brad Palanski 'II.
The Scots' next comes tomorrow
against Kenyon College in Gambier,
Ohio. This will be a crucial. match for
both teams
the winner will likely
sew up the NCAC East regular season title.
in

8-- 2,

8-- 1.

5--

6--

8--

.

this season, the team simply didn't have enough horses to keep up

play

ranked Kenyon
with regionally
College in Gambier, Ohio.
The Ladies polished off a 0 win
at the hands of the Scots. Despite the
sweep, Elissa Lauber '10 and Kelsey
Jenkins '12 put up a strong fight in
doubles action. Lauber and Jenkins
doubles
were playing the ISth-rate- d
tandem in the region. Erin Bauer '10
also played well in her singles match.
The team was able to come, up
with a win against Heidelberg
University in a 3 win in front of a
home crowd April 9. In that match,
Lauber and Jenkins won their doubles match by an 3 score, while
Ashley Stockwell '12 and Boo Flynn
"12 also notched a key victory for the
Scots.
The team travels to Cleveland
today as the team takes on Case
Western Reserve University
at 4:30 p.m. On Sunday, the team
).
hosts Tiffin University
6--

8--

(1-1-

Seconds left when
'09
Carey
Carly
g
scored the
goal for the
lacrosse
women's
team against Denison
University. Her goal
kept the Scots in sole
possession of the first
.place slot in the
NCAC.
game-winnin-

It had been six seasons since the
Wooster golf team won a tournament. They snapped that drought
this past Sunday.
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All-Oh-
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14

(18-5-

'

18

n
o,
o'

(Marietta

er

7--

5,

8-2-

1-2-

(0-1- 0,

overall)

20-1- 2

,

1.) Denison (4-- 0 NCAC,
2. ) Kenyon
54)
3. ) Ohio Wesleyan (1-4. ) Wittenberg (1-5. ) Wooster (0-6. ) Oberlin (0-(1--

9)

6--

2,

0)

8-- 1

overall)

0,

1,

2)

7--

4)

3)

5-- 4)

1,

1--

3,

7)

NCAC Wert
Denison (6-- NCAC,
Ohio Wesleyan (7-3. ) Wabash (5-4. ) Wittenberg (4-5.) Earlham
1.)

2

1.)

3,

8-1-

0,

Women's Lacrosse

NCAC
1. ) Wooster (4-- 0 NCAC, 1 overall)
2. ) Ohio Wesleyan (2-64)
7--

10-1- 6)

6,

(2-1-

overall)

16-1- 1

17-1- 1)

10-1- 3)

3,

(19-5- )

1,

.

8)

2.) Wittenberg (1-2.) Allegheny (2-2.) Kenyon (1-2.) Denison (0-7.) Oberlin (0--

4-- 3)

1,

5--

2,

)

Softball
NCAC
I.) Denison (7-- 1 NCAC,
2.) Ohio Wesleyan (3-3.) Allegheny (5-4.) Hiram (3-4.) Wittenberg (3-4.) Kenyon (4-- 4,
7. ) Wooster (2-8. ) Oberlin (1--

)

1,

(28-6- )

15-1-

3,

(17-7- )

'
19.) Keystone (24-4- )
20 ) Curry (21-3- )
21) George Fox (24-7- )
22) Carthage (17-5- )
23,)R1'I (21-5- )
24
25)Augustana(2l-7- )
)UW-Whitewat-

1 ) Kenyon
(11-- 1 NCAC.
2. )Wopster(13-3,25-7- )
3. ) Allegheny (5-4. ) Oberlin
5.) Hiram
(1-1- 1,

6)

Men's Lacrosse
NCAC

.

.

Thomas
JBuena Vista (21-4- )
)Cal Lutheran (24-7- )

13. ) St.

Baseball

NCAC East

National Top 25 Poll

l6.)Linficld(25-717) Shenandoah

CO

3?

triple
Consecutive
jump championships
won by track runner
Eric Dyer '10. Dyer
defended his triple
jump championship
the
at
Championships last
Saturday with a winning mark of 45 feet,

"

15

o
EL

Straight wins by
Scots starting pitch- er Matt DeGrand
'10 He had never
lost a decision in
his entire three-yecareer before suffering a loss to the
Kenyon Lords last
Saturday.

7.25 inches.

Baseball

1--

00

X

by
wins
Career
Men's Lacrosse Head
Coach Jason Tarnow.
Tarnow is now. the
winningest lacrosse
coach in school history with a record of
2
(.592). Tarnow
has eclipsed the mark
set by Aft Marangi.
61-4-

4)

o

2

NCAC Standings
1. ) Millsaps (30-2. ) Salisbury (294)
3!) Whcaton (Mass.) (23-3- )
4) Texas- - Tyler (3
5. ) Southern Maine (18-3- )
6. ) St. Scholastica (21-2- )
7. ) Trinity (Conn.) (18-3- )
8 ) Pomona- - Pitier (28-3- )
9. ) Heidelberg (23-5- )
10. ) Eastern Connecticut
11. ) Wooster (25-7- )
12. ) Kean (22-7- )

Golf

n

13

1)

(2-7-

-

61

10

9--

16-1-

3,

7,

(14-7-

)

16-7-

overall)

2,

6)

3)

3-- 5)

0-- 9)

)

1)

11-1-

15-1- 1)

4-2-6)

5-1-

2,

15-1- 2

7--

1)

3,

6,

2,

7)

7)

Standings taken from Northcoast.org, the official
site of the NCAC. All standings as of April 15.
Top 25 baseball poll according to d3baseball.com

